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• BY STEPHEN M. EDGINGTON 

Is An AIDS Vaccine 
Possible? 

I n 1984 then U.S. Secretary of 
Health and Human Services 
Margaret Heckler announced 
that the cause of AIDS had 

been discovered, and that a vaccine 
was just around the corner. 

Having crossed the threshold of the 
90s, Heckler's prophecy of an AIDS 
vaccine appears extremely optimistic. 
For most of the thousands of research
ers who have worked ceaselessly to ful
fill her vision, the consensus is that it 
may be the millennium before protec
tive vaccines against HN work. 1 "I've 
concluded it's very difficult to develop 
a vaccine for AIDS," says Harvard's 
Ronald Desrosiers (New England Pri
mate Center, Southboro, MA). "We've 
not met with overwhelming success." 

Traditional vaccine strategies that 
employ whole-killed HN 2 don ' t seem 
to work as predicted. Some of the best 
animals results demonstrated only 50 
percent protection-under idealized 
conditions. Beyond that, reported li
ability concerns seem to have stymied 
clinical testing-manufacturers don't 
want responsibility if a mistake could 
deliver AIDS.3 

The same pattern of buoyant enthu
siasm followed by disappointed prag
matism is reflected in the stock market. 
Immune Response (IR, San Diego, CA) , 
a biotech vaccine company that poposes 
both therapeutic and protective HN 
vaccines, enjoyed enviable over-the
counter trading after basketball-star 
Earvin "Magic" Johnson announced 
he was HN positive. IR closed 1991 up 
1,265 percent. But since January the 
stock has slipped 50 percent. 

While there is a downtrend in biotech 
stocks generally, the recent $1.2 mil
lion sale of personally owned IR stock
by the company's president and direc
tor-prompted speculation that man
agement thought their stock might 
drop even further. 4 An insider at IR has 
a more mundane explanation, "It was 
April and time to pay their personal 
income tax." 
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BLOCKING HIV 
The National Institute of Allergy and 

Infectious Diseases' (NIAID, Rockville, 
MD) Peggy Johnston says all AIDS vac
cines in clinical trial development have a 
singular goal: block HN from infecting 
cells. "Since HN is a retrovirus that inte
grates into host DNA," she says, "once 
integrated, it would be carried around 
forever and could be activated by a 
whole number ofthings. "The HN-block
ing approach hinges on the concept that 
a vaccine can stimulate a high memory B 
cell titers. The constantly circulating B 
cells serve as immune system sentries, 
perpetually looking for pathogens 
they've encountered before. Once an 
HN particle is recognized, the B-cell 
sends the signal to kill the particle and 
then triggers an antibody-producing re
sponse that creates more particle-spe
cific antibodies-a process that usually 
takes seven days before becoming com
pletely effective. A vaccine that blocks 
HN would stimulate this humoral im
mune response to recognize the infect
ing strain before it could infect. 

WHAT'S GONE WRONG? 
Genentech's (So. San Francisco, CA) 

veteran AIDS-vaccine scientist, Philip 
Berman, say vaccine-makers uniformly 
made a wrong turn in applying this idea 
to the wrong strain of HN. "Everyone in 
the past used IIIh (human T cell 
lymphoma virus IIIb, HTLVIIIb

1 
because 

it was easy to grow," says Berman. But no 
one bothered to find out if Illh was rep
resentative ofHN in the infected popu
lation. It wasn't until1990 that research
ers discovered that the neutralizing 
epitopes on IIIb are rare in HN carriers. 5 

Until that time, most of the protection 
studies employed this strain in their ex
periments. "Since IIIb is one of the most 
difficult strains to neutralize," Berman 
suggests, "that may have been making 
the problem harder. " 

The time lost may multiply the com
plexity of the problem. According to 
Berman, 'The diversity of the virus is 

proportional to its time in the popula
tion." While it has been reported that 
there are five families of HN world
wide/ the virus is diverse in the U.S.
the MN straindominates 60-70 percent 
of those tested, but no individual strain 
accounts for more than five percent of 
remainder, Berman says. 

Presently vaccine-makers blame this 
high viral mutation rate for the failure 
to produce a traditional vaccine. But so 
far, even animals injected with the same 
SN strain contained in the vaccine ex
hibit protection levels of about 50 per
cent at best.7 If the viral challenge is 
administered vaginally or anally-the 
proposed "real world" sites of entry
the ability to protect against the vacci
nated strain drops precipitously. 

REAL-WORLD STRAnGlES 
Researchers troubled by these results 

suggest that true "real world" condi
tions also include urogenital lesions
avoiding the mucosal membrane bar
rier and making direct blood contact 
possible. These lesions, they suggest, 
might occur through sexually transmit
ted diseases (STDs) such as syphilis or 
herpes. But while everyone agrees that 
STDs-and the antibiotics to treat 
them-depress the immune system, no 
one has data demonstrating that the 
lesions existed at the time of contact, 
nor that sexually transmitted HN-posi
tives had these diseases. 

These results convince most research
ers that a single-shot protective vaccine 
isn ' t feasible. But Berman suggests that 
the discovery of a highly conserved re
gion on HN's coat may open doors to 
overcome existing obstacles. Since the 
third variable loop (V3) in the external 
envelope protein gp 120 is the principal 
neutralizing determinant (PND) ofHN-
1,5 Berman thinks it may be possible to 
create PND-specific vaccine for distinc
tive strains. 

Berman envisions researchers collect
ing and identifying HN strains in the 
infected segment of the general popu-
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lation destined to receive the vaccine. 
On the basis of this evidence, scientists 
could formulate a vaccine cocktail ca
pable of binding the principal neutral
izing determinants. But he admits that 
this strategy would necessitate up-dated 
booster shots at regular intervals. The 
boosters would serve to keep antibody 
titers high enough to protect as well as 
vaccinate against any new HIV coat 
mutations. 

"THAT'S A GOOD QUESTION •••• " 
The underlying premise of the HIV

blocking approach may prove more 
troublesome than technical attempts to 
improve the data collected so far. No 
matter how committed to the HIV-block
ing vaccine, no one interviewed would 
hazard a guess about the time-space 
continuum that would allow the ap
proach to work. What's generally ac
cepted of HIV pathogenesis suggests 
that the virus infects in one to two days, 
produces antibodies in less than two 
months, and then appears to remain 

latent for 10 to 11 years-before mani
festing AIDS. Since the initial viral load 
is thought to be small,8

·
9 how is it pos

sible for the immune system to mount a 
full-blown B-ee!! immune response to 
the virus in the initial two-day infection 
period? Mter the virus's introduction, 
high titers of naturally occurring anti
bodies are so prevalent as to serve as 
diagnostics of the disease. 

"That's a good question," say Philip 
Berman, Peggy Johnston, Robert Gallo 
(NIH, Bethesda,MD), Luc Montagnier 
(Insitute Pasterur, Paris), and Peter 
Duesberg (University of California at 
Berkeley), in a unique display of agree
ment about AIDS. 

"The very concept underlying vacci
nation, 'reinfection immunity', is not ap
plicable for an infection from which 
there is no evidence that a person can 
recover," says Richard Young.7 Young 
suggests that recombinant-vehicle live 
vaccines may emerge like a phoenix 
from attempts to produce a traditional 
vaccine for AIDS. His group engineered 

the human tuberculosis vaccine Myco
bacterium bovis bacillus Calmette-Guerin 
(BCG) to express HIV-1 polypeptide 
subunitsY' The advantage of this ap
proach, he suggests, is the ability to 
convey both humoral (antibody) and 
cell-mediated (T-cell) immune re
sponses. But Young cautions that effec
tive use of this biotech approach may 
necessitate first understanding patho
genesis. Traditional vaccine develop
ment proceeds directly from pathogen 
discovery-the disease progress need 
not be well understood (see Biotech Vac
cines' Problematic Promise, this issue) . 

Is IT SUFFICIENT? 
"We're really way beyond that 

question, "says Robert Gallo. Defenders 
of the hypothesis that HIV is the neces
sary and sufficient cause of AIDS have 
always carefully separated etiology from 
pathogenesis in defending their posi
tion. "Knowledge of the cause of a dis
ease (etiology) is important for control 
of that disease and gives a basis for 

Data, Data, Data .... 

I n faime to all, ev· 
eryone intervi wed 
wants to see data. It' 
gen rallyagr dthat 

a reduction in rhetoric and 
emotion would clear th air 
for better scientific ana.ly i . 
"We all talk too much," ay 
Gallo, "we need to talk le 
and pr sent more hard data." 
But the meaning of "data" 
differ radically, d pending 
on who you talk to. Th d -
bate ov r proof boil d wn 
to epidemiology versu bio
chemi try, correlation versu 
dir ct videnc . Depenclin 
on i ntific background, 
definition ofscientifi rigor 
andanalyticalabiUtymaydif
fer radically ( e the "What' 
Wrong with AID R search" 
id bar) . 
Themo tradicalchall nge 

to HIV's nece 'ty and suffi
ciency has been hurled at 
AID researchers by Peter 
Due berg. A molecular bi· 
ologi t with impeccable sci
entific credentials, Due berg 
took the charter of his Na-

nald De ro iers' group (N w 
England Primate R earch 

nt r, outhborough, MA) 
fi h d out and cion d a viru
lent train of IV from rhe u 
monk y su~ ring from an 
AID like eli eas . Tb y went 
on to show that injecting lhi 
rrain in monk could in-

du th di ease. 17 

But what th y fail d to how, 
according to Due b rg, was 
that the monke s th t g t ick 
made an antibody re pon:re to 
IV, c urs in HIV infe -

in human AIDS. 
Du rg laim thatthem n
keys that got ick made no an
tibody re p n and how d 
no viral latency before the 
AID -like symptoms ap
peared-typical of viremia, the 
viral ov rwh lming of a com
promi ed immune sy tern. 
"D srosier and co-worker 
have d monstrated unques
ti nably that IV infe ts and 
kill monkey , " ay Due berg. 
"But SIV do not exhibit the 
condition tated as the patho
g ne is ofHIV." 
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control of the disease. However, know
ing the cause of a disease does not mean 
that there is complete understanding 
of its pathology. "11 Traditional vaccine 
technology supports this view by estab
lishing etiology as sufficient for vaccine 
development. But the failure to develop 
a protective AIDS vaccine represents a 
challenge to the HIV is "necessary-and
sufficient" doctrine. 

The infallibility of this doctrine was 
recently cast into doubt by the discov
erer ofHIV, Luc Montagnier. 12 "AIDS is 
a transmissible disease-without HIV 
there is no epidemic," says Montagnier. 
"But the big question in my mind is how 
is it amplified, are there many co-factors 
that contribute, or a single essential co
factor?" Montagnier plans a series of ex
periments to determine the role of myco
plasma in producing AIDS. He is in
trigued by data suggesting synergism be
tween HIV and the microbe may cause 
immune suppression. The idea that 
more than one factor comes into play 
suggests to him a possible explanation 
for the disease's long latency period. 
For now, he remains open to investigat
ing a wide-range of possibilities. 
Montagnier's questions open a crack in 
the dam of opposition to exploring 
other possible explanations of AIDS 
pathogenesis. 

ANTI·IDIOTYPE NETWORKS? 
One of the more intriguing alterna

tives suggests that AIDS may result from 
disregulation of the anti-idiotype net
work. This network is thought to regu
late anti-self antibody and T -cell recog
nition by forming antibodies capable of 
eliminating these self-destructive ele
ments of the immune system. Taking a 
cue from the number and variety of 
autoimmune diseases AIDS patients 
suffer, Robert Root-Bernstein (Michi
gan State University, E. Lansing) pro
poses idiotype-anti-idiotype com
plexes may result from antibodies to a 
number of infectious agents associated 
with AIDS-allowing disregulation of 
the network. He cites papers that pro
pose HIV may resemble major histo
compatibility complex (MHC) classll13 

to back up his own research: a number 
of infectious microbes found in AIDS 
patients, such as mycoplasma, produce 
antibodies that will cross-react with 
CD4+ T cells. 14 As a intial response, 
these cross-reactive antibodies might 
bind either MHC or CD4+ cells causing 
an autoimmune-like reaction and/or 
immunodeficiency. Since MHC and 
CD4+ cells bind to activate the immune 
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system, this reaction could be further 
amplified by anti-idiotype antibodies 
binding to the highly variable region of 
the anti-MHC antibody or the ant-CD4+ 
antibody. The highly variable regions 
of these anti-idiotype antibodies would 
be chemically similar to the original 
binding region of either CD4+ or MHC. 
These mirror-image combinations 
might amplifY the number of anti-self 
antibodies, resulting in T-cell immuno
deficiency and specific autoimmune dis
eases. In this hypothesis, the timing of 

the infection of specific MHC- and 
CD4+-mimicking pathogens would ex
plain the disease's latency as well as the 
variety of disease diagnostic for AIDS. 

NEW ANIMAL MODELS 
IfRoot-Bernstein is correct, there is the 

disturbing possibility that traditional HIV 
vaccinescouldservetostimulatethevery 
antibodies that would disregulate the im
mune system. 

But this hypothesis proposes another 
possibility that might go far to resolve 

What's Wrong With 
AIDS Research? 

A noted AID vaccin re
arch r, with outstand

ing credentials in both 
basic and applied re

arch , li ted the following problems 
with making progre in AID vaccine 
developm nL odi grunLI dgrantap
plicant, this p rson remain at the top 
of the profe ion , but i frustrated as a 
scienti twithth le elofdebat .Rec nt 
pr diction about the expanding AID 

pid mi prompt the remarks. Th 
re arch rhopesto timulatecolleague 
to rethink th ir po ition and a L Be
cause of the political eli maL urround
ing AID research , the research r pre
fers tor main anonymou . 

YACONE UTDATUIE lAClS FOUNDATION 
Perhap more than any other field, the 
premise are more dogmatic than foun
dation-building. Va cine have uc
ceed d in the past on a trial and error 
basi . Until the immunology and patho
gene is of various disease are more 
fully understood, vaccin re arch will 
not hav a solid foundation on which to 
b;u any vaccin . 

POSOIWITY OYER DATA 
The hallmark f basic research i that 
the minoricy vi w, with its quirky chaJ.. 
lenge to the mainstream, i often the 
mo t xciting. In applied medical re
sear b, the omplexicyofextractingdata 
from human ubjects makes it more 
difficult to come up with clean data. 
In tead of debating the data, applied 
researchersfrequen Lly depend on fore 
of personality to sort it ouL If anyon 
dare voice a minoricy view, it i often 
shouted down . As a re ult, new con-
epts in AID research originating from 

1 well-known investigators gain ac-

ceptance more lowly than in other sci
entific areal!. 

DOGMATIC EXPEIIIIDITAL DISI6II 
One way to prove a hypothe is i to 

d ign experiments that will disprove 
iL If the experiment fail with the proper 
controls in place you have good evi
dence to encourag pursuit of the hy
pothesi . This capability is preciselywhat 
made molecular biology move faster 
than any other biological science. In 
applied re arch on AID , the funda
mental difference i that experiments 
are most often designed to prove a par
ticular hypothesis-often withoutconlrols. 
lfdogmatistspushon1yoneexperimental 
design-what kind of people are they 
training? 

ATTRACT lNG IIGOIOUS SCIENTISTS 
DIFFICULT 
Older, 7TU}11! Jurajul researchers refuse to giw 
way to ounger scientists: prima donnall 
get all th pre , publications, meeting 
invitations, mor ace tograntmoney, 
and the right to peer review their 
younger colleagues. Thi implie the 
power to de troy budding careers that 
don't follow th main tream. Young 
scienti ts don't want to risk careers in 
field that don't reward innovation. 

SholcyfoundJJJionsintheliteratureflmlent 
ckar-cut application of reuarcA slcills. Even 
the mo t promi ing scienti t might 
pend 10 years di proving hypotheses. 

A negative re ult doem 't earn much 
scientificcreditunlessitlaystheground
work for a new hypothesi . 

Who are the pion#TS, who are ]OUT rol
leagrus rThere i no Jame Watson-type 
in this field . How many AID research
ersarethereatBerkeley,MIT,CalTecb? 

It's dangervw to lJK1rlc with HIV. 
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etiologic and pathogenic issues. Research
ers testing this hypothesis wouldn't need 
test animals that have naturally occurring 
AIDS-like symptoms nor HIV-like vi
ruses to prove it. A chimpanzee simulta
neously injected with HIV and myco
plasma should create the same idiotype
anti-idiotype disregulation Root-Bernstein 
suspects in AIDS. The resulting immuno
deficiency and autoimmune diseases 
should be quantifiable. An animal model 
that directly mimics AIDS would go far to 
improve vaccine development. Scientists 
would finally have the needed tool to 
determine both the cause and progress of 
the disease. 
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